Mohammed Abdullah, 32, was sentenced
to eight months' imprisonment initially by
Suderton Court in Sweden for war crimes
committed in Syria
It is the first letter from the Swedish authorities to
the Shabiha of the Syrian regime
Accountability will reach all war criminals of
the Syrian regime's soldiers
After a struggle that lasted for more than three years
in the follow-up of the Syrian regime's Shabiha by
Alkawakibi Organization for Human Rights
in cooperation with
the Syrian Center for Legal Studies and Research
and the help and support from
some friends in the Swedish Fourth Channel TV4
the initiative of Criminals not Refugees succeeds in
bringing the criminal Mohammed Abdullah to prison recently

For the first time, we publish the details of
the follow-up of the criminal starting from his arrival in Sweden in 2015 until
sentencing him yesterday

During this report, you will find
details of the process from the beginning

The story
The criminal Mohammed Abdullah arrived in Sweden in 2015. When he asked for asylum in Sweden,
the 32-year-old declared that he belonged to the Alawite sect and that he was threatened by three sides,
ISIS and two armed groups from his country Syria. But we received information and photographs
showing him wearing military uniform and other photographs where he was standing on the bodies of
civilians, which indicates his reality.

After informing the prosecution about his reality and providing information and evidences, including
photographs showing the man standing on a number of bodies believed to have been taken in January
2014 in the eastern Ghouta region, a preliminary trial began and then he was first arrested in February
2016 on suspicion of serious violations of the law and participation in the killing of people according
to the images handed over to the prosecution.
However, after he testified in front of the prosecution that he was forced to take this pictures and that
he had received orders to do so as a good means used by the army to confront the Islamic state (ISIS),
which will make Syrian citizens feel safe as well.

According to this testimony, he was released but remained under surveillance.

Justice takes its course again:
In August this year, an Arabic-language testimony arrived, alleging that 32-year-old Mohammed
Abdullah was shot in the left leg during a "combat mission" in East Ghouta, Syria, on 28 January 2014.
Also, his own passport contains 107 seals, most of them belong to Lebanon and Syria, where the
Swedish authorities have issued a warrant for the arrest of Mohammed Abdullah on the grounds that
he felt that he may escape unpunished. After questioning him and confronting him with the new
evidences.

The result was : He admitted that he worked in the militias of the "Popular Committees" (Shabiha)
after he was introducing himself as an officer in the army of the Syrian regime, and he claimed that he
worked as a medical officer in the "Popular Committees" and that he was shot in the leg when he was
distributing drugs in one of the cities there, He also denied having weapons, he justifies his frequent
travelling between Lebanon and Syria saying that he was going to get medical care there because of
his injury..

Because recognition and acknowledgment of guilt is the master of evidence:

The police analyzed the pictures of people's comments on Facebook that we had provided to them
about this criminal. Here are some comments that we have been able to obtain and archived earlier
from his Facebook page as a screen shot to be used as a real evidence:

1-

Diaa Tarabeih: Yahya, leave it to me….game over for this varmint……
Bandah Ali: I hope they are my pictures, it is an honor to me, you varmint.
Yahya Fawakherji: Bandah Ali, put a shoes in your mouth, we will meet in the court soon, fuck you and your Assad.
Bandah Ali: do whatever you want, you rabbit.
If we feared rabbits, we would not grow carrots.( its a popular saying in our home)
Yahya Fawakherji: they are not your pictures, are they !!!!!! You mouse…… Is not this a post on your Facebook where
you said that it is a medal you????
Bandah Ali: of course it is a medal, you rabbit , and an honor medal also.
Yahya Fawakherji: so, use this medal in Sweden over there, why are you angry….you mouse
Bandah Ali: you are wrong, rabbit, I can use this medal all over the world, history will curse you because you do not have
honor. The family of Samir Nahili, the bastard, in Homs is famous for having whores, you can review his history.

2-

Bandah Ali: my friends, my brothers and every honest man who loved me, I want to explain that these posts are a medal honoring
me and my family because I was and still a soldier in the Arab Syrian Army for 4 years. I was injured twice, but I am alright. I
have been fought by those who destroyed the country, killed us and our children and at last they left the country to show their
courage through the screen of their mobile phone. They are planning to cause harm to me in many ways, but my dependence on
my God Ali and the help of Ali Protected me and give me the strength that protects me. What bothers me and makes me angry is
when the son of my country and my friend with whom I eat, drink wine, sing songs and live happily speaks ill of me and says that
I and many others flee from the country or he pretend to be a clown in order to gain some likes on Facebook. I consider everyone,
who left Tartus in order to make a good life, my brother, my friend and the son of my country.
This is me, Abo Haydarain, and this is my past and my history. Whatever you say, you are still my brothers. Even if life disperses
us, I hope that love and honesty could gather us.
Good night
You are the best people in my life.

3-

Yahya Fawakherji: Diaa Tarabeih. My dear, receive this.
Bandah Ali: send him to Sodertalia, I am waiting for him, my dear.
Yahya Fawakherji: he lives in Vallingby Stockholm, sometimes you can find him in the Syrian-Swedish Association after 6:00
p.m. every day.
Bandah Ali: fuck you, God damn your masters, you pig.
Yahya Fawakherji: do you think you are in Tartus? The picture in which you stand over the bodies will bring your end, you
animal….. over there you can say you were a soldier.
Diaa Tarabeih: Yahya Fawakherji. Excellent, could you get pictures from his web page showing arms in his hands?
Bandah Ali: I will meet you in the courts, you bastard. Assad is your master wherever you are. Use Photoshop as possible as you
can.
Yahya Fawakherji: he removed all pictures showing arms from his web page. Here in this comment he called himself ( Bandah
Ali).
Bandah Ali: God damn you. Do you think you are in Idlib? You bastard, send your friend to Sodertalia, I am waiting for him over
there, you can come with him.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

He comments saying that these posts and comments are imaginary and are made by fake people who
want to kill him.
In the judgment, the Court sees that it is not possible to determine whether the persons on the ground
are civilians or combatants, nor do you know whether they were dead or seriously injured. However,
it can be seen that they are "placed in abnormal positions and partially distorted in a humiliating
manner".
Thus, according to the court, the court has exposed "degrading" treatment of the intention of the
violation – and it is a violation of international law, and the court does not believe that he was "forced
to obey orders" or he was threatened when the photographs were taken.
The expulsion order submitted by the Prosecutor was rejected and his asylum application is still under
investigation.
According to the Criminal Law for the violations of international law, adjudication ranges from 14
days to four years, and on the basis of his crimes, he was sentenced to eight months in prison. He will
remain in detention until the adjudication is carried out.
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